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1942
PROGRESS OF RELOCATION
IVhen the War Relocation Authority began its seoond uarteryear of operations on July 1, 1942, only three of the ten reloca
tion centers planned for West Coast evacuees of Japanese ancestry
had actually been opened#

One of these—at Manzanar, California-

had nearly reached its population capacity.

The other two, how

ever, were still receiving contingents of evacuees by train almost
*

every other day, and the great bulk of the evacuated people were
still in assembly centers under Jurisdiction of the Amy awaiting
transfer to WRA's relocation cammitties#

Opportunities for pri

vate employment of evaouees outside the evacuated area were just
beginning to open up in the sugar-beet fields of the intermountain States and a few other localities#

Policies governing

the relocation program had been laid down in broad outline only
and many major questions of procedure Btill remained to be
answered.
At the close of the quarter, three months later, all the
relocation centers but one—Jerome in southeast Arkansas—had been
opened#

Five of them were close to their population capacities

while the other four were still receiving contingents.

Over 90,000

evacuees, or roughly 80 per cent of the evacuated population, had
been transferred to the nine operating centers#

Nearly 34,000

GUY W. COOK
NISEI COLLEC1TON
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of these had already been assigned to JobB at the centers and
another 5,000 had left the relocation areas temporarily for
harvest work in the BUgar-beot fields and other agricultural
areas of the West*
Meanwhile, policies covering virtually all the major
phases of relocation life—policies on evacuee employment and
compensation, on self-gov* niment and internal security at the
*

centers, on education, agricultural production, oonsumer enter
prises,

a number of other subjects—had been hammered out

and were swiftly going into effect.

Regulations under which

evacuees might leeve the relocation oenters indefinitely to
resettle away from the evacuated area had been developed and
*

were announced in the Federal Register on September §9,

As

the quarter ended, with most relocation oenters either at or
near their population capacities, the War Relocation Authority
was already taking definite steps to promote their eventual
depopulation and to encourage the gradual reabsorption of the
evacuated people into the normal fabric of American life,
*

The Movement to Relocation Centers
By June 5, when the movement of evaouees from their homes
in Military Area No, 1 into assembly centers was completed, the
second stage of the evacuation process—transfer to relocation
centers—was already under way.

Throughout the summer and into

the early fall, contingent after contingent of evaouees boarded
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trains at the aeeembly centers and travelled hundreds of miles
farther inland to the partially completed relocation centers#
Meanwhile, on July 6 the Army started moving another 8,000 or
9,000 people of Japanese ancestry from their homes in the eastern
half of California (the Military Area No. 2 portion of the State)
directly into relocation communities#
In planning the movement to relocation centers, every
effort was made to hold families intact and to bring together
people who came originally from a common locality#

Evaouees

from the San Franoisoo Bay Area, for example, were first moved
to the Tanforan and Santa Anita Assembly Centers and later re
united at the Central Utah Relocation Center.

Colorado River

Beloeation Center drew its population largely from the Imperial
Valley, from the Salinas and Pinedale Assembly Centers, and
from Military Ares Ko. 8#

The two northern-most relocation

centers «-Hlnidoka in Idaho and Heart Mountain in Wyomingreceived their contingents mainly from the assembly centers
at Puyallup, Washington and at North Portland, Oregon.

Gila

River absorbed the whole population of the assembly centers
at Tulare and Turlook, plus several contingents from Santa Anita
and others from Military Area No# 2#
Despite this general pattern, however, some mingling of
heterogeneous populations w:.s inevitable#

Evacuees at the big

Santa Anita Assembly Center, for example, wei-e widely dispersed
in the movement to relocation centers#

These people, most of

whom were originally from Los Angeles, were scattered among the

'

«->
i
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Gila River, Granada, Central Utah, and Rohwer Relocation Gentere.
Another group was scheduled for movement into the Jerome Reloca
tion Center during the month of October. At Granada, where the
highly urban Santa Anita people were combined with predominantly
rural contingents from the Merced Assembly Center, some minor
tensions had already developed between the two groups before
the close of the quarterly period. Sincere efforts were being
made on both sides, however, to create a better mutual under
standing and to develop greater community solidarity.
Community Construction
Seriously hampered by wartime shortages of materials and
wartime transportation problems, construction of the relocation
communities went busily forward under supervision of the Army
Corps of Engineers throughout the summer months. At most center^
the building of evacuee barracks was finished on or very close
to schedule. Installation of utilities, however, involved more
critical materials and consequently moved forward at a consider
ably slower rate. At some of the centers, evacuees were foroed
temporarily to live in barracks without lights, laundry faoilltia?
or adequate toilets. Mess halls planned to accommodate about
500 people had to handle twice and three times that number for
short periods as evacuees poured in from car embly centers on
schedule and shipment of stoves and other kitchen facilities
lagged behind. In a few cases, where oots were not delivered
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on time, some newly arriving evacuees spent their first night
in relocation centers sleeping on barracks floors. At nearly
all centers, evacuee living standards temporarily were forced,
largoly by inevitable wartime conditions, far below the level
originally contemplated by the War Relocation Authority.
By the close of the period, most of these difficulties
were either straightened out or well on the way to solution.
At all the older centers, baBlc construction had been finished)
and even in the newer communities, it was rapidly nearing
completion. Still ahead for the War Relocation Authority and
the evacuees, however, was the sizable job of constructing
buildings which were not included in the agreement with the
War Department—buildings such as school houses and living
quarters on the relocation areas for the WRA administrative
staff. On September 30, with the fall texm already started
at most public schools in the United States, evacuee children
were getting ready to resume their education in barracks and
other buildings which were never intended for classroom use.
As the quarter closed, the Authority was still seeking priorities
on building materials for schools and for staff living quarters
at all the centers.
Evacuee Induction
As each group of evacuees arived at a relocation center,

*
•6-

its members were first registered (by family groups) and then
assigned to living quarters. The procedure at the Granada Center,
which was fairly typical, consisted of five principal steps J

(1)

a medical check, (S) issuanoe of registration and address forms
to each family group, (3} assignment to quarters, (4) emergency
recruitment of evacuees needed in the mess halls and other
essential community services, and (5) delivery of hand baggage
to individual families.
The Induction process, with the exception of delivering
the he vy baggage, consumed about two hours on the average, for
each contingent. Particular care to house friends and relatives
near each other required about thirty minutes more than would
have been otherwise necessary.
Employment at the Centers
»

*

Once the members of an evacuee contingent were assigned to
living quarters and reasonably well settled at a relocation oenter,
the.next step was to register them for employemtn. At the place
ment office, all evacuees over 15 years of age who wanted work were
registered and given an occupational classification* At the same
time, the placement office was constantly receiving requisitions
for workers from the chief steward, the chief engineer, the in
ternal seourity head, and other WRA staff members in charge of the
many branches of community operations.

Every effort was made to

«•

assign each evacuee to a Job for which he was fitted by previous
experience, training, and special aptitudes.
The job of compiling a comprehensive personal and occupa
tional record on every evacuee resident w _.s completed during the
quarter only at the three oldest oenters—Manzanar, Colorado River,
and Tule Lake. At all other operating centers, this reoori taking
was still in progress on September 30,
At all centers, the biggest and most immediate need for
workers was in the field of community operation—in food prepartion, winterizing of living quarters, health and sanitation,
internal security, fire protection, and similar activities. Only
at the older centers were any substantial number of evacuees
employed during the quarter on agricultural production, manu
facturing projeots, or consumer enterprises.

The first Job was

to get people adequately fed and housed and to safeguard com
munity health.
Toward, the close of the quarter, the tentative policies
which had governed evacuee employment and compensation at reloca
tion centers since the beginning of the program were modified
somewhat, spelled out in further detail, and more sharply defined
The longer-range policy adopted on September 1 carried the
following main provisions!
1. All evacuees residing at relocation centers are
to receive food, shelter, medio .1 care, and educa
tion for their children without charge.
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2. Those who work at the centers will be paid at
the rate of $12, $16, and $19 a month. Most
working evacuees will receive $16.

Hie $12

category will Include only apprentice workers
and those needing close and constant supervision.
The $19 group will consist of only professional
or highly skilled workers and those carrying
supervisory responsibilities or engaged in
unusually difficult and essential Jobs.
3. In addition, each working evacuee will receive
nominal olothing allowances for himself and all
his dependents.

The. e allowances will vary

somewhat fbr people of different ages and for
centers with varying climates. At the four
southerly centers (the two in Arizona and the
two in Arkansas(, the allowances will be $3.50
per month for ev .ouees over 1G years, $3. for
those between 8 and 16 years, and #2 for children
under 8. At the six northerly centers, the
monthly rate will be 25 cents hi$ier in all three
categories. Thus, a semi-skilled evacuee at the
Minidoka Center in Idaho with a dependent wife, a
dependent son aged 15, and a dependent daughter
aged 5 would receive for his work each month a
cash advance of $16 plus a clotuing allowance
of $13, or a total of $29 a month.

4,

As e eh evacuee who applies for work is assigned
to a specific Job at a relocation center, he
automatically becomes a member of the War Reloca
tion Work Corps,

All members of the Corps will

be rated periodically on the quality of their
work and those who carry out their duties with
special diligence, efficiency, or skill will
receive merit designations,
5, At each center, members of the Work Corps will
elect a Fair Practice Committee of seven members
or less to serve for a 6-month term,

'fhe job of

this committee is to handle all complaints regarding
employment classifications, conditions of work, and
employment compensation.

Wherever possible, the

committee will try to adjust difficulties by direct
consultation with the people involved,

Where this

fails, it will conduct an investigation and make
recommendations to the WRA employment officer at
the center.
As the quarter ended, these policies were rapidly being
put into effect at all operating centers.
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STATUS OF EMPLOYMENT AT RELOCATION CENTERS
September SO, 1942
Name of
Center

Number of
Number
Evacuees in finployed
Residence*
At Canter

Number Residing
Outside Center
on Seasonal
Farm Work

9,056

4,159

1,060

Colorado River

17,245

7,711

561

Tule Lake

14,646

6,000

822

Gila River

11,553

3,900

8,042

3,033

1,444

.9,995

3,858

877

Granada

6,892

1,200

527

Central Utah

5,803

2,334

11

Rohwer

2.264

815

TOTALS

85,946

33,010

Manzanar

Minidoka
Heart Mountain

,

5,302

*Not including those away from the centers,as members of
agricultural work groups.
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Smployment Outside the Centers
As the manpower shortage in western agriculture grew
constantly more acute, opportunities for private employment
of evacuees outside relocation centers increased steadily
throughout the summer months. At the beginning of the quarter,
there were approximately 1,500 evacuees from both assembly
and relocation centers at work in the sug r-beet fields and
other agricultural areas of eastern Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
and Utah,

As the sunnier wore on and the harvest season approached,

new demands arose for evacuee labor not only in these four
States but also in Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, and Arizona,
In late August and throu^iout September, recruitment was speeded
up at all operating centers. By the close of the period,
5,308 evacuees had left the relocation centers for group
agricultural work and another several hundred originally re
cruited from assembly centers were still at work on farms in
the intennountain region.
During the late spring and early sunmer, recruitment of
evacuees for seasonal farm work was handled at both assembly and
relocation centers mainly by representatives of the beet-sugar
companies in oollabor tion with the United States Bnployment
Service,

Recruitment for the fall harvest season, however,

was oarried forward chiefly by the War Relocation Authority,
Under a procedure announced by the Authority on September 1
and actually initiated some weeks earlier, e..ch farm operator
in need of evacuee workers was required to fill out an "Offer
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of Employment" form indicating definitely the type of work
involved, its probable duration, the wages offered, and the
housing facilities avail ble. These forms were oubmitted by
the farm operators to the nearest office of the Employment
Service and then forwarded to relocation centers for submission
to the evacuees.

Prime advantage of the prooedure was that

it gave the individual evacuee a somewhat clearer picture of
the conditions unaer which he mi^it work and thus tended to
aoaelerate the whole reoruitment process.
Meanwhile employment opportunities began developing fbr
evacuees in a variety of non-agricultural lines in many parte
of the country.

In September one group of twenty former rail

road workers were permitted to return to their fonner occupa
tions as maintenance workers on a railroad in eastern Oregon,
During the same month two transcontinental railroads filed
applications with the Authority for more than a thousand main
tenance employees.

Before the close of the quarter, the Authority

had received requests for office workers in Chicago, social
case worknrs in New York, seamen for Atlantic shipping, hotel
workers in Salt Lake City, settlement house workers in Chicago,
science teachers in North Dakota, an arohitect in Philadelphia,
jiujitsu Instructors at an eastern university, wine ohemists
in Oregon, linotype operators in Utah, diesel engineers in
the Midwest, dental technicians in Cleveland, laboratory
technicians in a hospital in Michigan, and man others.

-13Leave Regulations
As the Hation,s manpower shortage grow steadily more wide
spread and acute throughout the summer months, increasing
emphasis was placed by the War Relocation Authority on evacuee
employment outside the relocation centers. With every passing
week, it became more and more obvious that the productive energies
of seme 40,000 adult and able-bodied evacuees oould not be used
to maximum advantage within the boudaries of these governmentope ated communities. Accordingly, a program under which properly
qualified evacuees might leave the centers indefinitely for
private employment, higher education, and other purposes was
gradually developed throughout the second quarter#
The first evacuees to lave the oenters for group agricultural
work in the sugar-beet fields were relaeed under a series of
civilian restrictive orders issued by the Western Defense Command#
Each of these order's was issued only to cover one or more speciffc
counties and only after the Governor of the state and county
officials had given assurances th t law and order would be main
tained# In ©:.oh case, the evacuee workers were required to stay
at all times within the oounty or counties ooverod by the order
and to return to the center at the termination of the job#

In

short, the prooedure was designed mrely to cover seasonal agri
cultural work; the problem of leaves for year-round employment
and for higher education still remained#

-14The first step toward solution of this problem was taken
on July 20 when the Authority adopted a tentative policy permitting
indefinite leaves# Under this polioy, only American born evaouees
who had never lived or studied in Japan were permitted to apply
for indefinite leave; and such leaves were granted only to applicants
who had definite offers of employment somewhere outside the eight
western States (i.e. the seven westernmost States plus Montana)
which are included in the Western Defense Command. Before an
indefinite leave permit w.s granted by the National Direotor in
any individual case, the applicant was Carefully investigated by
the WBA staff at the center and a reoord check was made with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Just before the close of the quarter, on September 26, the
Authority Issued a considerably more comprehensive and liberal
set of leave regulations which appeared in the Federal Register
of September 29 and were to become effective on October 1. Under
there regulations, any evacuee—oitizen or alien—may apply for
leave to visit or reside in any looality outside the evacuated
area. 3kree types of leave from relocation centers are covered
by the regulations: (1) short-term; (2) work-group; and (3)
indefinite.
Short-tRwn

is intended for the evacuee who wishes to

leave the center for a period of a few weeks or so in order to
consult a medical specialist, negotiate a property arrangement,
or transaot some other similur personal business. It is granted
by the Project Direotor (the WRA official in charge of the reloca
tion center: for a definite period after oareful inv stigetion

-15by the WRA staff at the center. In oases where the Project Director
denies an application for short-term leave, appeal may be made
. to the National Direotor whose decision is final.
Work-group le-va is designed for evacuees who wish to
leave the canter <s a group for seasonal agricultural work.
Like short-t rm leave, it 1E granted by the Project Director
for a definite period (whiah may be extended) and is subject
to investigation at the center, Wherever possible, a record
eheek is made with FBI and the intelligence services on applicants
for work-group leave. But such leave may be granted by the
Project Director without this check if he feels that circumstances
warrant.
Indefinite leave is grunted to evacuees only by the National
Director and only if four speoifio requirements are met: (1)
the applicant for suoh leave must have a definite offer of a
job or some other means of support; (8) he must agree to keep
the WRA informed of any changes of job or changes of address;
(3) his reoord at the relocation center and with the FBI and
the intelligence services must contain no evidence of disloyalty
to the United States; and (4) there must be reasonable evidence
that his presence will be aooeptabel in the community where he
proposes to make his new home.
All these types of leave may be granted subject to suoh
specific conditions as circumstances seem to warrant and may
be revoked by the National Director in any oase where the war
effort or the public peach and security seem to be endangered.
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With the adoption of the leave regulations, the movement
of the Japanese-American people who formerly lived on the far
western frontier entered its fourth, and perhaps its final phase.
Hie first phase was the period of voluntary efiaeuation which
occurred during late February and most of March when some 8,000
people of Japanese ancestry left the Pacific Coast military
zones on their own initiative and resettled in the interior
States. The second phase was the planned, orderly, supervised
movement to assembly centers whioh took plaoe between late
March and early June.

The third phase was the transfer to re

location center® which has already beon described in this report
and which was nearing completion as the second quarterly period
closed on September 30. The fourth phase, made possible by
the leave regulations, might be called the period of resettle
ment outside relocation centers.
As the quarter olosed, the Authority was making definite
plans for this jdiate of the program and plaelng special enphasi®
on it. In fact, resettlement outside relocation centers had
become the primary aim of the relocation program.

This does

not mean that the Authority was contemplating an immediate and
wholesale exodus from the centers. The somewhat eleaborate
machinery of checks and clearancea involved in applications
for indefinite leave, the difficulties enoountered by evacuees
in arranging for Jobs without the opportunity to deal with
prospective employers in person, the still-evident anxieties
felt by many communities toward all people of Japanese ancestry,
the reluctance of many evacuees themselves to leave the sanctuary

-17of relocation centers in time of wai>—all these things suggested
that individual resettlement would doubtless be a slow and gradual
process. Within the limits prescribed by national security and
administrative expediency, however, the Authority had determined
to work toward a steady depopulation of the relooatlon centers
and a widespread dispersal of evacuees throughout the interior
sections of the country. This, in essence, is the real meaning
of the laave regulations which became effective on October 1.
%

Student Relooatlon
Looking forward to the opening of the fall term at colleges
and universities, the War Relooatlon Authority and the non-govern
mental National Student Relocation Council Intensified their
efforts throughout the summer to arrange for the attendance of
properly qualified evaouee students at institutions outside the
evacuated area. By September 30, a total of 143 colleges, univer
sities, and junior colleges had been approved for student reloca
tion by both the War and ^avy Departments. Included were such
liberal arts colleges as Swarthmore, such state universities
as Nebraska and Texas, such women*s colleges as Smith and
Radcliffe, such Catholic instituions as Gonzaga, such teachers*
colleges as Colorado State College of Eduoation, such theological
seminaries as Union, such technical in titutlons as the Milwaukee
College of Engineering, and suoh specialized schools as the
Northern College of Optometry and the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music.
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Uhder the tentative leave policy adopted on July 20, a total
of 250 students were granted educational leaves from assembly
and relocation centers prior to September 30*

Some of these

students left during ^ate July and August to attend suearaer
sessions at various institutions, but the majority went on leave
in September and resumed their educations with the opening of
the fall aoademio term* A number of additional applications
for eduoatlonal leave were pending as the quarter ended.

Conservation of Evacuee Property
During the quarter, the responsiblity for assisting evacuees
in conservation of their property—a responsiblity which was
handled by the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Bank
of San Franolsoo, and the Farm Security Administration at the
time of evacuation—-was finally assumed by the War Relocation
Authority,

To oarry this work forward, a Division of Evacuee

Property was established in the San Franolsoo office and small
branch offices were set.up in Los Angeles and Seattle,
*

The

Division made its services available to evacuees in connection
with all property problems which arose subsequent to evacuation
or all such problems which the evacuee could not handle himself
or through an authorized agent.

-19The following list indicates the prinoipal services rtiah
the Division of Evacuee Property was established to render for
evacuees:
1* Secure tenants or operators for both agri
cultural and commercial properties.
2, Negotiate new leases or renewals of existing
leases,
3, Obtain buyers for real or personal property
of all kinds,
4, Effect,settlement of claims for or against
an evaouee,
5#

Adjust differences arising out of Inequitable,
hastily made or indefinite agreements,

6, Obtain an accounting for amounts due, and
facilitate collection thereof.
7, Ascertain whether property is being satisfactorily
maintained or whether damage or waste is occurring,
8, Check inventories of goods, and equipment, and
reoomoend utilization of material for the best
interests of the evacuee and the nation.
The Division works toward two main objectives: (1)
conservation of property in behalf of the evacuee and (2)
promotion of the use of that property in behalf of the national
war effort. Usually these,two objectives are intimately re
lated, Farmlands, for instance, need to be kept in production
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to provide the food so much needed by America's aimed forces
at home and abroad and in discharging our obligations under
the Lend-lease program to our allies. Finding a competent
tenant for an evacuee's farm, if the evacuee has been unable
to do so, is thus a service both to the evacuee and to the
nation at alrge.

In much the same way, the finding of. com

petent operators for residential properties—apartment buildings,
hotels, and homes—in a city where war Industries have created
an acute housing shortage is a service in behalf of the owner,
the oommunity, and the national war program.

,

Around Los Angeles, most of the requests for property
assistance reoeived by the Authority involved the liquidation
of small shops or the disposal of store furnishings and fix
tures. In nil such oases, bids were obtained and submitted to
the owners.

In the Seattle area, on the other hand, the problems

were largely agricultural and presented serious difficulties
because of the labor shortage that has interfered with harvest
ing the berry and fruit crops.

In Seattle, Los Angeles, and

San Francisco, there were many commercial property problems
including the operations of hotels and rooming houses.
During the quarter, conferences were held with the Farm
Security Administration, with officials of the Federal Reserve
Bank in San Franoisoo, and with the Federal Reserve Branches
in Seattle, Portland, and Los Angeles.

Information gathered by

21-

both agencies on evacuee properties was made available to the
Authority. Conferences were also held with San Francisco re
presentatives of the Alien Property Custodian to clarify the
understanding of eaoh office as to the functions and activities
of the other and to eliminate duplication and conflict.
Household goods and other personal properties which evaouees
could not readily take with them to assembly and relocation centers
presented a wholly different set of problems. At the time of
evacuation, the Federal Reserve Bank at Sah Francisco and its
branches on the West Coast acting for the War Department leased
19 warehouses (totalling 386,000 square feet of space) in the
principal cities of the evacuated area and offered to store
the household furnishings and similar properties of evacuee
families without charge until such time as these goods could
be shipped to relocation centers. Only 2,867 families, however,
took advantage of this service. Bindreds of other families
stored their furnishings in community churches, stores, pri
vate rarehouses, and other buildings in widely scattered
cosmunities.
During the quarter, responsibility for the storage of
evacuee personal property wus transferred to the Authority by
Federal Reserve and leases fbr all 19 warehouses were assigned
to the Evacuee Property Division. By September 30, seven of
these warehouses with a total of 84,000 square feet of space
had been cleared, either by shipments to relocation centers

or by transfer to other warehouses not completely filled. Mean
while, the Authority agreed to provide storage for evaeuee
personal properties stored in private buildings if the evacuee
owner would first pay the cost of transportation to a govern
ment-leased warehouse where WRA could assume charge. At the
•
close of the period, the Evacuee Property Division was making
plans to reopen eeveral of the cleared government warehouses
in order to reoeive the property formerly stored by evacuees
in private buildings.

Evacuee Self-Government
t

*

Under a tentative policy formulated by the War Relocation
Authority in early June, evaouee residents at all operating
relocation centers took steps to establish temporary community
governments during the summer months.

On August 24, the

Authority adopted a more definite policy on this question and
encouraged the evacuees to move toward a more stable fbim of
government at the earliest feasible date. 3y the end of
September, temporary oceadnlty councils had been elected at
centers except the two in Arkansas. At the three oldest
centers—-Manzanar, Colorado River, and Tulo Lake—the evacuees
were aire .dy drawing up detailed plans for a long-range
governmental structure.

-SSUnder the policy adopted on August 24, community govern
ment at the relocation centers will assume a form, roughly com
parable to municipal governments throughout the Uhited States.
Five main types of governmental bodies were suggested by the
Authority to meet the needs of the centers.
1. The temporary community council is designed to
serve as an Interim point of contact between the
WRA staff and the evacuee residents during the
period when the oommunity is getting settled and
_while evacuees are still arriving. Its function
is to advise with and make recommendations to the Project Director pending establishment of a longrange governmental Bystem. All residents 18 years
or over are eligible to vote in the election for
members of the temporary council. The general
rule, however, is that members of the temporary
council must be American citizens 81 years or
over.
8. The organization commission is comparable to a
constitutional convention. Selected by a variety
of methods and generally including some of the
more experienced alien residents as well as the
younger American citizens, the commission is set
up to draft a long-range plan of government for the
center. The plan finally developed is first submitted

-24to the Pnojeot Director (who makes certain that
It is consistent with WRA policy) and then is laid
be ft) re the whole community in a special referendum*
If approved by the Project Director and by a majority
of the qualified voters, it becomes, in effect, the
official charter for the comunlty government and
can he amended only by a majority of the qualified
voters*

By the elose of the quarter, such commissions

had been selected and were conducting their delibera
tions at Manzanar, Colorado River, and Tule lake*
5he coxmninlty council is the legislative and policyforming body of the long-range governmental set-up*
Under the polioy of August 34, both the basis of
representation and the method of eeleotion of the
council were left open for decision by the organiza
tion conraisaion*

In order to recognize the special

status of American-citizen evacuees, the Authority
decided to limit membership to the councils, to
citizen evacuees 21 years of age or over*

All

residents 18 years or over, however, are entitled
to vote, to hold non-elective offices in the en—unity,
and to serve on conmittees of the community council*
At some of the centers, special advisory committees
somposed of alien residents will probably be formed
to consult with the council on questions of community
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policy especially those affecting the alien group.
5he principal functions of the council are (a) to
enact regulations in the interest of community wel
fare and security and prescribe penalties (but not
fines) fbr their violation; (b) to present resolutions
to the Project Director; (c) to solioit, receive,
*

and administer funds and property for community pur
poses; and (d) to license and require reasonable
license fees from evacuee-operated enterprises.
policy-forming functions of the oouneil are, of
course, in addition to and not in any sense a substitute
for those exercised by the Project Director and the
WRA administrative staff.
The judicial eomission, composed ordinarily of
three to nine evacuee members, will be analogous
to a criminal court in an ordinary American
conmunity. It will try evacuees who are arrested
for alleged violation of community statutes and
will hand down decisions which will be promptly
submitted to the Project Director for revie;?.
Decisions which are not overruled by the Project
Director within 24 hours after submission will
become final. Ibjom a strictly legal standpoint,
the judicial commissions at relocation centers
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will not have any status as courts. Although they
will perform court-like functions, they will
actually be administrative bodies making recommenda
tions to the Project Director*
5* The arbitration commission is the relocation
community counterpart of a civil ooUrt under
t

t

American law* Its function is to hear any dlsput
of a oivil nature between residents and to reoomnend
a method of settlement to the Project Director*
V
• '
'' .>>• '•
*
Composition of this commission and method of select
ing its members are to be decided at each center
IT

i

m

•

'

t

by the organisation commission and made a part of
the oonmunlty charter*
*

The position of blook manager, which was established by
'

'

"

t

'

' •

.

*

the close of the quarter at nearly all operating centers, is
quite dlstlnot from the community council* In contrast to
the council members, block managers are evaouee administrative
officers, appointed generally by the Project Director, to serve
as his personal liaison with the residents of the various blocks
in the community* They may be young American citizens but
are more likely to be men of considerable maturity and there
fore from the alien group* Among other duties, a typical blook
manager will (1) keep the residents of his block informed of
:•
t
,
•
official rules and policies announced by the Project Director;

(2) see to i t that the physical plant i s kept in a state of
repair; (3) collect and distribute xoialj (4) assist in the
adjustment of housing difficulties} (5) distribute supplies
such as brooms, soap, and blankets} and (6J assist residents
in emergency cases suoh as serious illness*

Consumer Enterprises

Under a policy adopted on August 25, evacuees at all reloca
tion centers were definitely encouraged to set up consumer
enterprises (suc&i as stores, canteens, and barber shops) and
to establish at each oenter an over-all consumer cooperative
association organised along consumer cooperative lines#

Biese

associations, once organized and incorporated, will take over
management of all stores and service enterprises previously
established by the Authority -aad will assume full responsibility
for setting up and managing any similar undertakings needed
in the future. By the end of the period, considerable progress
in the organization of such associations had been made at all
the older centers. But only one oenter—Manzanar—had a fully
organized association actually incorporated under state law.
At most centers, stores or canteens of one kind or another

were established within a few days after arrival of the first
evacuee contingent. Initial Btocks of goode were purchased

/
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on orodit usually from nearby wholesalers or occasionally
from large retailers who offered a discount.

From a range of

only a tm items, often quickly sold, these stocks increased
rapidly

qb

the population swelled and new demands became known,

TJfcder the policy of August 25, the final organizational
pattern of the consumer enterprise association at each center
was left largely in the hands of the evacuees. Three basic
principles, however, were established*

(1) unlimited voluntary

membership for all residents} (2) only one vote per member
and no proxy voting} and (8) limited interest rates plus
restricted capital investment. All enterprises were encouraged
to make sales at prevailing market prices ;nd to distribute
earnings In the form of patronage dividends rather than in the
form of price reductions, Exceptions to this principle, how
ever, were expeoted especially in the case of service-type
enterprises such as barber shops and beauty parlors. Privatelyowned consumer enterprises at relocation centers were expressly
prohibited and business of the enterprises was strictly limited
to a cash basis,

Education,
Despite a complete lack of construction materials for
school buildings, a marked shortage of qualified teachers, and
a scarcity of school furniture and equipment, schools for
evacuee children were either open or virtually on the point
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of opening at all centers (except the two In Arkansas) as the
quarter ended.
At Monzanar the elementary schools opened on September 15
in unpartitioned recreational barracks without any lining on
*

the walls or heat of any kind. Within two days a cold ware
combined with dust storms at the center had forced the schools
out of operation until the barracks could be lined and stoves
could be installed, A reopening in early October was expected.
At Tule Lake both the elementary and high schools opened
on September 14 with a total enrollment of more than 4,000 and
classes were going forward as the quarter ended. At Heart
Mountain on the final day of the period, one of the community's
five elementary schools was opened and the others were getting
ready for immediate operation. At most other centers, an
opening in early or middle October was in prospect.
Hie most serious problem at all centers was the luck of
construction materials. As indicated earlier, the Authority
was trying to obtain priorities for such materials from the
War Production Board when the quarter ended•

During the period,

however, not even a start was possible on school building
at any of the centers, and there seemed little prospect that
buildings would be completed and ready for occupancy anywhere
before the beginning of the second school semester. At all
oenters barrack buildings intended for other purposes were
being converted into temporary schoolrooms by laying
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linoleum on the floors and providing additional wall insulation.
The problem of textbooks and equipment was somewhat less
acute. Although laboratory and shop-course facilities were
virtually unobtainable, considerable equipment of other kinds
was obtained from surplus HTA and WPA stocks and shipped to
the centers. At the two California centers—Manzanar and Tula
Lake—plans made during the first quarter to obtain free text
books by having the sohools incorporated as special districts
in the regular public school system of the State were frustrated
through an adverse ruling by the State Attorney General,

Thousands

of used text books, however, were obtained from schools in
California, such as those in Los Angeles, which formerly had
rather heavy enrollments of Japanese-American children.
As the quarter dosed, most high school teaohing positions
had been filled at the older centers, but there was still a
definite need for more elementary teachers at these centers
and for instructors at all levels in seme of the newer reloca
tion communities. Properly qualified teachers of science and
mathematics proved especially difficult to ftlnd.

At most

centers, it was necessary to recruit some teachers who had
been out of the profession for a number of years; and at all
centers, training courses for evacuee teachers were either
under way or .definitely in prospect,
5;iv nurseries fbr the children of pre-sohool age were
opened at all oenters except the very newest ones during the
summer months. The opening of the: e nurseries enabled many

-31of the younger mothers to accept Jobs and replace men who had
left the centers on sugar-beet employment. Teachers were re
cruited from the evacuee population and many had acquired a
hifdi degree of proficiency before the summer had ended.
Adult education classes were started at practically all
operating centers during the sumaer and additional courses
were being planned as the period ended. Some of the most
popular courses were in sewing, costume design, dressmaking,
current events, stenography, mathematics, and English.
College extension courses were in prospect at most centers
when the quarter ended. Although 250 evacuee students had
transferred by September 30 to institutions outside the evacu
ated area under.the student relocation program and many more
were awaiting transfer at a later date, there were still
• hundreds who were unable, principally because of inadequate
funds, to continue their education outside the centers.
With these evaouees especially in mind, the Authority attempted
during the quarter to arrange with Stat© universities for
oourses to be given at the cantors in the basic college sub
jects either by correspondence or through extension leoturers.
No such coureqe, however, were actually initiated during th©
period.

Health and Sanitation
Considering the handicaps, the health record at relocation
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centers continued to be good throughout the second quarter*
Esopeoially at the older centers* definite improvements were
made in community sanitation and in the hospital and clinical
facilities for handling both in-patients and out-patients.
Although housing and sanitary facilities were little above the
standards established by the Geneva Convention, no serious
epidemics occurred and the incidence of illness was no higher
than,would be expected in ordinary communities of similar
size and age composition*
By September 30* the main hospital buildings constructed
under supervision of the Army Engineers had been completed Jrt>
Manzanar* Colorado River* Tule lake* and Heart Mountain and
were under construction at the other six centers* Additional
buildings to handle out-patients were also under construction
at Tule Lake and under consideration at Manzanar and Colorado
River*

.

<

While shortages of some drugs end supplies were encountered*
all those essential to the health of the evacuee patients were
available* *n some oases requiring special facilities which
were not available* patients were transferred to hospitals
outside the centers for suitable medical attention*
Lack of personnel was also a severe handicap* The number
of available evacuee doctors and nurses* never completely
adequate for the ne ds of the population, had to be stretched
even farther during the sunnier months as evacuees moved from
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assombly to relocation centers*

As this movement went forward,

it was necessary to maintain a reasonably adequate health staff
not only at the assembly centers being evacuated, but also at
relocation centers being established, and on the trains carry
ing evacuees*

Assignment of doctors and nurses was made pri

marily with a view to establishing a well-rounded medical
staff at each of the relocation centers but also with an aye
to the personal wishes of the individuals involved*

In soma

oases, it was necessary in the interest of adequate medical
service to assign evacuee doctors and nurses to a particular
center without regard for personal preferences#
Essentially, the health program at most centers was still
on an emergency basis as the quarter ended* Tentative plans,
however, were being formulated at all but the vary newest
centers for a long-range program involving all aspects of com
munity health service*

Community Welfare
Although subsistence is provided without charge to all
evacuee residents of relocation centers and work is made avail
able as rapidly as possible, there are inevitably a considerable
number of people left without adequate means to provide for all
their minimum needs* With such people especially in mind, the
Authority during the second quarter established schedules and
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regulations covering both unemployment compensation and public
assistance grants.
Under the employment and compensation policy of September \>
provision was made for unemployment coupons a tion. Any evacuee
who applies for work and is assigned to a job or who is laid
off through no fault of his own may apply to the luthority for
such compensation covering himself and his dependents. Bates
of unemployment compensation were established at §4.75 per
month for men 18 and over; $4.28 for women 18 and over; $2.50
for dependent children between 13 and 17 inclusive; and $1£0
for dependent children under 13.
Under a policy adopted just one week earlier* the Authority
provided for public assistanoe grants to deserving evacuees
who are not in a position to benefit either from the employment
program or from unemployment couponsation.

®heae would include

(1) evacuees who are unable to work because of illness or in
capacity; (2) dependents of physically incapacitated evaonees;
(3) orphans and other children under 18 without means of support;
and (4) the heads of families which have a total income from
all sources inadequate to meet their needs.

Mess Operations
The job of feeding nearly 100*000 evacuees was unquestion
ably the biggest single tash faced by the ®ar Beloeation
Authority during the second quarterly period.

It required mere
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manpower than any other phase of the program* cost more money*
and called for more detailed planning*
Menus at all centers were hased on those prepared toy the
Subsistence Section of the Service of Supply Division of the
Army.

Approximate oost of

£or ev cue s averaged about

45 cans per person per day. Staple products were purchased
through nearby quartermaster deoots of tho Army in sufficient
quantity to last for a period of 30 to 45 day3,

Porishablo

co: oaitie3 were bought generally on tho open market.
At all centers an attempt was made to satisfy both tho
Americani ed tastes of the second-generation evr.cue s and the
predominantly Oriental appetites of thoir alien eldora.
Fancy grades of provisions, however, were expressly prohibited
and rationing restrictions on sugar (the only food r tioned
during the quarterly period) were strictly observed.
At all operating centers, special facilities were
established for the feeding of b bios, nursing mothers, in
valids, and hospital cases. Because of acute dairy shortages
in the are s surrounding most of the centers, fluid milk va*
served ordinarily only to evacuees (such as those mentioned
above) who had a need for special dietary treatment.

-36Police and Fire Protection
With military police guarding the exterior boundaries of
each relocation center, the War Relocation Authority took active
steps during the quarter to sot up police and fire protection
activities within each oper ting community. Since these two
fields of activity were second in imoortanco only to nioss
operations, recruitment for the police and fire departments
was usually started at each center immediately after arrival
of the advance contingent#

As subsequent contingents re cued

the center, recruitment r/.s continued and training programs
were initiated#
Although a policy covering internal s curity at the centers
ms not issued by the Authority until August 24, ;x>lico depart
ments at most centers wore well on the road to organisation
prior to that date. Under the policy, the internal security
force at e ch center is responsible for handling cases of mis
demeanor while felonies re to be'urnod over to the eropor out
side authorities. Efforts were made durin," the quarter at all
operatinr centers to establish patrols of evacuee w?rdens in
three 8-hour shifts so that the communities could have constant
police protection all around the clock.

Violations of law and

order at the centers during the period we e confined mainly to
misde teanors,
In the field of fire protection, definite progress was
made at all operating centers# During the quarter, three pumpers

were received at Tulo Lake; three at Colorado River; two at
Minidoka; two at Gila River; and one at Lfcnranar. A Fire Pro
tection Adviser attached to the San Francisco office of WRA
visited all fivo of these canters, inspected the equipment,
and assiatod the center firo departments in the removal of
fire hazards. At moat centers, fire prevention programs of
on educational ty>)o were launched, and by the close of the
period plans were veil under ray for observance of national
Fire Prevention Week.

No seriotp fires occurrod at any of

the centers. Perhaps the roost costly outbreak was a blare at
Tule Lake which caused ft total property damage of around
04,000, A fire at Heart Mountain destroyed one of the laundry
buildings.
Agriculture end Manufacturing
Although plans were made during the first quarter for
rather oxtensivo agricultural production and considerable
manufacturing work at relocation centors, noteworthy progress
in those two fields was possible during tho second quarter only
at the older centers and oven there acconplishnonts fell some
what below earlier expectations. Three; main causes wore respon
sible. First was the unsettled condition of the newer contors
which corapollod a concentration of attention on the primary
job of community stabilisation. Second was tho exodus of many
of tho most able-bodied and productive evacuees for tho sugarbeet harvest and other outside employment.

Third was a very

real shortage of adequate farm machinery and manufacturing
e uiprasnt.

-38As the quarter ended, a few of the sug r-beet workers
v.ere beginning to filter back into the centers and others
wore expected in the later fall months#

Adoption of the

leave regulations, however, suggested the real possibility
that many of the more productive evacuees would soon bo leaving
the centers permanently and that the agricultural and manufacturing programs should accordingly be revised further
downward. Looking ahead to the future, it seemed distinctly
possible that agricultural t7ork at relocation centers might
be confined largely to production of subsistence crops and
that manufacturing work might occupy a considerably less
pro; dnent place than originally contennlatod.
Religious Activities
A policy statement covering religious worship at the contors
was issued by the Authority on August 24#

Under this policy,

evacuees of all denominations are permitted to hold services
at the relocation centers and to invite outside pastors in
for temporary visits with the approval of the Project Director
and the community council. The Authbrity expressed a willing
ness, if construction materials should become available, to
provide at least one house of worship for the use of all de
nominations at each relocation center, Qualified pastors
o 1/holr
among the evacuee residents are permitted to practice v
religions and to hold services but are not entitled to work
compensation from the Authority for such activities. They

-39raiy, however, hold other jobs at tho centers on the same basis
as all other evacuees. During the quarter, no church buildings
wore cons', ructod at any center and services were held generally
in tho recreation barracks. At noat centers, intorfaith councils
composed of Protostant, Catholic, and Buddhist representatives
were organised and programs of coordinated religious activity
initiated,

Evacuee News papers
As evacuees poured into the centers throughout the sunder,
tho e with Journalistic experience or aspirations and especially
tho o who had ivorked on mi eographod newspapers at the assembly
centers quickly set about organizing sinllar papers in their
now localities. By Soptecfoer 30, newspapers or information
bulletins of some sort wore being issued regularly at all centers
except the two in Arkansas and the one in Colorado.
During tho first quarter, mimeographed papers had been
established at Fhnsan r and Tule Lake.

The Uanzanar Free Presst

dating back to aid-April when tho center was still under T'CCA
man? :e..;ent, was tho first relocation

center paper to change

its format and become an independent journal, (to July 22, the
members of the Free Press 3taff, after negotiating with the
manager of tho Man anar community store and the Clialfant Press
in nearby Lone Pine, started publication of a four-page printed
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news p. per in tabloid form.

In return for advert i3inn space,

the community store agreed to underwrite the cost of publics—
tion for a 90-day period. By the end of that period, It was
hoped that the Free? Press either vrould be self-supporting or
could be incorporated into the regular consumer enterprise or
ganization at the center.
All other relocation center paporo being published at
the close of the quarter were mimeographed and financed by
V7RA, but produced an edited by evacuee staffs. The Authority
agreed to provide each center with a mimeographed paper until
such time as a coansmer cooperative association could be or
ganized and could assume responsibility for publication of a
Journal, The newspaper staffs were permitted freedom of expression on matters relating to community affairs.
The following papers were being published at relocation
centers at the close of the marten
Name of Paper
Nan: ane.r Free Press

Frequency of Issue
m m , m I« • >

II •••! m

m«i

Three tinie3 a eek

Tulean Dispatch

Daily-

Po3ton Press Bulletin
(Colorado River)

Daily

Gila News Courior

Twice a week

Minidoka Irrigator

Twice a week

WJ,
Hsiao of Paper (con'd.)

Frequency of Issue

Heart fountain Information
Bulletin

Twice or throo times
a meek

Topaz Times

Twico a lvook

(Central Utah)

In addition, a mimeographed magazine doaignod to provide
an cutlet for evacuee literary and graphic talent3 was being
published monthly at Tule Lake.

Postal Facilities
To handle the large volume of incoming and outgoing nail,
special branch pos..offices vore established at all operating
centers, usually within a few days after arrival of the first
evacuee contingent. Thoso branch offices provided the residents
with all the .regular postal services 3uch r.3 money orb r, mail
rogistry, C.O.D., and sales of United States tar bonds. In
addition, special sub-stations were set up in available bar
racks by the evacuees at socio centers to handle distribution
and collection of mail at various convenient point3 within the
co launity. At other centers, internal distribution and collection
of mail were handled by the block managers or by evacuee nmail
carrierd."
Evacuees handling mail wore em loyed not by the Post Office
Department but by the War Relocation Authority under the regular
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employment program at the canters. These employees consequently
yt re not bonded and were not permitted to sell money orders,
register mail, or handle sales of war bonds and stamps•

All

3uch postal facilities were available only at the one main

branch office where non-Japanese civil service employees of
the Post Office Department were on duty#
Official addresses for the nine centers opened prior to
September 30 are?
ifeneanar

Manaanar, California

Colorado Eiver

Poston, Arizona

TuLe Lake

Newell, California

Gila River

Rivers, Arinona

Heart Mountain

Heart Mountain, joining

Minidoka

Hunt, Idaho

Granada

Amache, Colorado

Central Utah

Topaz, Utah

Rohwer

Relocation Center
IJcGehee, Arkansas

Individual Inclusion
During August and September, with the mas3 evacuation of
oeoole of Japanese ancestry virtually completed, the Army initiated

-43considerably smaller-gauge programs on both the Fas4: and VJpfr
Coasts which brought new reaponsibili ies 'o the War reloca ion
Authority,

These prograras, carried out under the sane authority

as the mass evacuation (Executive Order Fo. 9066), were aimed
at excluding from designated military areas an' individualcitizen or alien—'whose presence was consi ered ran euous
the national security.
eight states of

Such a pro' rem was announced i'or

he Wes ern Defense Command on

o
he

AU<~UB 19 and

for the 16 Atlantic seaboard Staes of the Eas ern TV-'ease
Command on September 10,
In connection with bo h pro rams, the Authority

wee called

upon to assume responsiblity for assis inr in the relocation
of the individual excludees.

No attempt was made

o provide

special conuunities like the relocation centers where the ex
cluded individuals could be temporarily quartered.

Instead,

the Authority merely undertook to assist them in raakin" a purel
personal type of transfer and adjustment.

Once the excludes

has become reasonably well set led outside the mil iter

a ea,

responsibility for providing him and ' is dependents with nnv
public assis ance that may be necessary will rf,st. with State
welfare agencies and with the Pureau of Public Assistance

OJ

the Federal Securi~y Agency,
Four types of assistance were con ampleted by

he Authori yt

(1) advice and information to the excludee regarding emnlovment
opportunities and desirable work locnli ies in unrestricted

regions) (S) transportation and subsis ence durinm a

+ enporarv

period of adjustment, usually not over four reeks; (55) assist
ance in connec' ion with property problems; and (4) special
guidance in connection with family difficulties. All these
types of assistance will be made available onlv when requested
by the excludes, and financial

Rid

will be expended on'v in

cases of actual need.
On the West Coast, the V3RA end of individual exclusion
was handled by the livision of Evacuee Property from its offices
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Seattle,

handle

he uro

gram on the Atlantic seaboard, special offices were es ablished
during the quarter of New York City and Baltimore and others
were planned for Boston and possible Atlanta.

Pepatriation
Under arrangements conducted throwh neutral diplomatic
'channels, an exchange of nationals was effected durln' the
summer of 1942 between the United States and Japan.

On June

19, the Swedish Liner Cripsholm left New York Harbor wi h several
hundred Japanese nationals aboard bound for the port of Lourence
barques in Portuguese East Africa. At the African port the
ripsi olr w^

net'

% liners carrying American repatriates

from Japan and Japanese occupied territory in the Far East;
an exchange was effected, and ~he borfs returned to their ports
of departure.
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Since the first sailing of the Grlosbola was riven over
larrely to Japanese diplomatic representati es, consular
officials, and their families and since it occurred durinc
the midst of evacuation, only a limited number of West Coast
evacuees could be included on the passen"er list. Shortly
before the sailing dete, however, a number of alien evacuees
whose repatriation had been reaues ed by the Japanese govern
ment were interviewed at. assenbly end relocation cen era and
given 8n opportunity to book pessare on ^he liner. A total
of 47 people from various assemblv canters and four from the
Colorado River Relocation Cen er took advantage of this
opportunity and were repatriated.
As the quarter ended, arrange men s for repatriation of
alien evacuees wishing to return to Japan on the next sailing
of the Cripsholm (sailing date undetermined) were being handled
by the Wartime Civil Control Administration in collaboration
with the State Department.

Plans were being made, however, for

the War Relocation Authority to take over the responsibilities
carried by ?iCCA on this matter some time in the fall after all
evacuees had been transferred to relocation centers.

Orgenization end Personnel
With national headquarters established in Washington, the
War Relocation Authority had three main field offices during the

-46second quarterly periods
Rock,

r

San Francisco, Denver, and Little

he San Francisco office provided feneral s riervision

and administrative services to the six wes ernnost centers or
those lying within the area of the Western Defense Command.
The Denver office, with a much more limited 8 aff, furnished
similar supervision and service to the Heart fountain

and

Granada Centers; and ^he Little Rock office, with nothing more
than a skeleton staff, was set up to direct the work at the
two centers in southeast Arkansas,
In addition, offices staffed siranlr bv one or

wo men

plus stenographers were set up at Los An-lea and Seattle to
handle

evacuee property problems and individual exclusion

and at Hew York City and Baltimore to handle exclusion alone.
As the quarter ended, the Authority had in Washington,
at the principal field offices, and at the relocation centers
a total payroll of 1,157 full-time, regular employees. Of
this total, somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 per cent
were eachers recruited for duty at

he relocation center

schools. The staff was distributed as follows:
Washington
San Francisco

74
214

Denver
Little Rock

14

J&nzanar

97

Colorado River
*

Bulk of staff

4*

rf Office of Indian Affairs.
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(continued)
Tule lake

156

Gila River

125

Heart Ifoun+aln

115

Minidoka
Granada

69
106

Central Utah

56

Rohwer

46

Jerome

78

TOTAL.

1,157
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A CFPOJJOLOOY
OF

KVACOATIOK ANT RELOCATION

July 1—Sep1.ember 30
-1942July 9

Evacuation of approximately 10,000 people of
Japanese aricestr y from 'illtcr"- Area 'To, 2 in
California (easr.ern portion of the state) started,
with movement direct to relocation cen ers instead
of to assembly cen ers as in the evacuation of
Military Area No, 1,

July 9

Opening of WRA regional office at Little Rock,
Arkansas,

July 20

Adoption of WRA policy under which American-born
evacuees who had never visited Jaoan - ^re per
mit ed to leave relocation cen ers for nrive^e
employment expeclallr in the Middle Western
States,

July 20

Opening of Gila River Relocation center near
8acaton, Arizona,

July 25

National Defense Appropriation Act including
(among many other i eras) 70 million dollar appro
priation for the War Relocation Authority for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1945 si ned by
President Roosevelt,

vuguat 7

—

Evacuation of 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry
from their homes in lilitar ' Area *"o, 1 and the
California portion of 'ilitary Area "o. 2
completed.

August 10

—

Arrival of first contin ent of evcuees o open
the Minidoka relocation Cen er near Eden, Ida' o.

August 12

—

Opening of Heart MToun ain Relocation Cen'er near
Cody, Wyoming,

August 18

— War Department proclamation d a a irna rJ^iL
four relocation centers outside the '
Defense Command as military areas issued by
Secretary Stimson,

-49Au ust 19

—

nnounceraent by Id. r en. J» L. raWit of a program
under which anv persona deeded dangerous to
rallitar' security would be exeluede fr-rn vital
areas in the Western Defense Conmand

August 24 —

Adoption of WRA policies on (1) in e^nal security
at relocation centers, (S) religion, (5) mess
operations, (4) evacuee self-cevernment, and (55)
public assistance rran s to evacuees.

August 25

—

Policy adopted by WRA providing for the organiza
tion of evacuee consumer en erprises at relocation
centers.

August 27

—

Opening of Oranada Relocation Center near Lamar,
Colorado

September 1—

Adoption of WRA policr on eanlovraen and com
pensation at reloca ion c n era, TJain pro- iaionst
(1) free subsis ence for all evacuee residents
of the centers? (2) a wa e scale of §1>' a month
for ost evacuees workin" a+ the can*ere; $19
for professional employees, and §12 for apprentices;
(3) clothiiv allowances for all workin evacuees
and their dependents; (4) automa ic enrollment in
the War Relocation Work Corps of all evecue s
assigned to jobs at the centers; (5) estabishment
of "Fair Practice Commit ee and lerit Rating board
within the Work Corps at each center; and (6)
unemployment compensation for evacuees involun
tarily unemployed.

September 10— Individual exclusion pro ram for 1" sta es in
the Pastern Defense Command announced by Lt. Cen.
Hugh A. Drum, providing for the exclusion of
"any person whose presence in the Eastern 'filitary
area is deemed dan erous o the notional defense."
Tlie War Relocation Authority was authorized to
assist persons excluded from either he Western
or Eastern military regions to re-establish them
selves in non-prohibi ed areas.
September 11— Opening of the Central Utah Relocation fen er
near Delta, Utah.
September 13— Order issued by Wes era Defense Commend per
mitting evacuee workers at he Pos on and Oils
River relocation centers.to en+#r certain parts
of Military Area No. 1 in Arizona to assist in
the harv^s- of the Ion -staple co on crop.

'
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•epteraber 15— Announcement made that the evacuee Property
Division of WRA at San Francisco had set on
branch offices in leattle and Los Angeles and
was responsible for the adminis re ion of
evacuee property holdings 1 alued at nor© han
two-hundred million dollars.
September lv— Openinr of Rohwer Relocation Cen er near
".IcOrehee, Arkansas.
September 21— Joint Resolution introduced in the Tnited
States Senate by Senator Rufus C» TTolman of
Oregon proposing amendment to the Constitution
giving Congress the power to regulet© conditions
under which persons subject to dual citizenship
may become citizens of the Uni ed States,
September •" 5— Offices of the War Relocation Authority opened
in New York city and Baltimore to assist nersons
excluded from Eastern Tiilltary areas in finding
work and homes in non-restricted areas.
September 26— Issuance of WRA regulations to become effec iv©
October 1 under which any evacuee—4L.3S.citizen
or alien—may leave a relocation center for
temporary or permanent residence outside the
evacuated area provided four conditions a~e mett
(1) the applican must have a definite offer of
a job or some other means of support; (2) there
must be no evidence on his ~eeord to indie te
disloyalty to the United Stages; (3) he mus+
agree to keep the Authority informed of any
chan e of Job or ehan~*e of address; end (4)
there must be evidence that, he will be accept
able in the community where he plans to make his
new home.
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